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ABSTRACT
The interaction of coralyne with poly(A) poly(U),
poly(A) 2poly(U), poly(A) and poly(A) poly(A) is
analysed using spectrophotometric, spectrofluoro-
metric, circular dichroism (CD), viscometric,
stopped-flow and temperature-jump techniques.
It is shown for the first time that coralyne induces
disproportionation of poly(A) poly(U) to triplex
poly(A) 2poly(U) and single-stranded poly(A) under
suitable values of the [dye]/[polymer] ratio (CD/CP).
Kinetic, CD and spectrofluorometric experiments
reveal that this process requires that coralyne (D)
binds to duplex. The resulting complex (AUD)
reacts with free duplex giving triplex (UAUD) and
free poly(A); moreover, ligand exchange between
duplex and triplex occurs. A reaction mechanism
is proposed and the reaction parameters are
evaluated. For CD/CP>0.8 poly(A) poly(U) does not
disproportionate at 25 C and dye intercalation into
AU to give AUD is the only observed process.
Melting experiments as well show that coralyne
induces the duplex disproportionation. Effects of
temperature, ionic strength and ethanol content
are investigated. One concludes that triplex forma-
tion requires coralyne be only partially intercalated
into AUD. Under suitable concentration conditions,
this feature favours the interaction of free AU with
AUD to give the AUDAU intermediate which evolves
into triplex UAUD and single-stranded poly(A).
Duplex poly(A) poly(A) undergoes aggregation as
well, but only at much higher polymer concentra-
tions compared to poly(A) poly(U).
INTRODUCTION
Coralyne, a synthetic crescent-shaped molecule (Figure 1),
belongs to a class of compounds that play an important
role in medicinal chemistry due to their extensive biolog-
ical activity. Its antileukemic activity (1,2) and low toxicity
(3) are the basis for the high interest aroused by this
molecule in recent years (4,5). A number of studies on
the mechanism of this antileukemic action have
demonstrated that coralyne is able to interact with DNA
via intercalation (6,7). Subsequent researches have shown
that the binding to double helices is site-speciﬁc, and
displays a preference for guanine–cytosine base-pairs
(8,9). Moreover, coralyne can play an important role in
the antigene and antisense strategies (10–12). Actually,
coralyne has been found to stabilize poly(dA)
single-strands (13–15) and DNA triple helices (16,17),
showing a preference for T–A–T triplets (18,19).
Although the binding mode is intercalation, for high dye
concentrations external stacking on the DNA template
has also found to occur (20). Finally, coralyne was
shown to be able to induce G-quadruplex structures and
therefore it has been the object of studies concerning the
telomerase inhibition in cancer ﬁght (21).
Despite the number of articles published on the interac-
tion of this molecule with DNA, detailed investigations on
the binding mechanism accomplished by thermodynamic
and kinetic analyses of the interaction features are still
lacking. The interaction of coralyne-like molecules with
RNA has been even far less investigated. It should be
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high tendency of coralyne to self-aggregation (6,22,23).
Fluorescence techniques, which enable a precise observa-
tion of very low dye concentrations, provide a powerful
tool to overcome diﬃculties due to aggregation. When the
present manuscript was in progress, an article has
appeared (24) in which the binding equilibria of some
berberine analogues with poly(A) . poly(U) have been
investigated; although the authors conclude that
coralyne undergoes partial intercalation into the duplex,
the profound structural changes we describe in this work
were not reported. Actually, we have found that coralyne
is able to induce the disproportionation of
poly(A) . poly(U) to give triplex poly(A) . 2poly(U) and a
single poly(A) strand. Static methods including
spectroﬂuorometric, spectrophotometric, viscometric and
circular dichroism experiments, which provide informa-
tion both on the binding processes and the conformational
changes, have been combined in this study. Moreover,
kinetic experiments by the stopped-ﬂow and T-jump tech-
niques enabled a deeper analysis of the binding
mechanism.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Coralyne chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) was used
without further puriﬁcation. Stock solutions of the dye
(ca. 2 10
 3M) were prepared by dissolving weighed
amounts of the solid in water and kept in a refrigerator
(4 C). Polyadenylic acid (poly(A)), polyuridylic acid
(poly(U) and poly(A) . poly(U) were all lyophilized
sodium salts from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). Other
reagents were analytical grade. Stock solutions of
the polynucleotides were prepared in [NaCl]=0.1M,
brought to pH=7.0 using sodium cacodylate
[(CH3)2AsO2Na, 1.0 10
 2M] and then standardised
spectrophotometrically using e = 10100M
 1cm
 1
(257nm) for poly(A), e=8900M
 1cm
 1 (260nm) for
poly(U) and e = 14900M
 1cm
 1 (260nm) for
poly(A) . poly(U) (25). Doubly distilled water was used
throughout.
Experiments with poly(A) were carried out at pH=7.0,
where the polynucleotide is in the single strand form,
and at pH=5.2, where poly(A) assumes a stable
double-strand structure. Actually, the transition of
poly(A) from the single- to the double-strand conforma-
tion depends on pH and ionic strength (I); at I =0.10M,
25 C and pH 5.2 the transition is fully accomplished (26)
and the duplex of poly(A) is half protonated (27).
Poly(A) . 2poly(U) stock solutions were prepared by
mixing equimolar amounts of poly(A) . poly(U) and
poly(U) at pH=7.0 and leaving the mixture to stay over-
night. Note that in a previous study (28) on
poly(A) . 2poly(U) formation from poly(A) . poly(U) and
poly(U) under the same experimental conditions employed
in the present work it was found that strand union attains
almost completion in a few seconds; the annealing process
was revealed by a further modest change lasting for some
minutes only. The polynucleotide concentration is denoted
as CP, where CP is expressed in molarity of single bases for
single-stranded poly(A), of base pairs for duplexes and in
molarity of base triplets for poly(A) . 2poly(U). The molar
concentration of coralyne is denoted as CD. The
absorbance of the dye and polynucleotide stock solutions,
kept in the refrigerator, showed no noticeable changes
over a time interval of a month, thus revealing that the
reagents are stable over this period. Sodium chloride was
used to adjust the ionic strength and sodium cacodylate
[(CH3)2AsO2Na, 1.0 10
 2M] was employed to keep the
solutions pH at the value of 7.0 [or 5.2 for
poly(A) . poly(A)].
Methods
The pH measurements were taken with a Metrohm 713
(Herisau, Switzerland) pH-meter equipped with a
combined glass electrode.
Spectrophotometric measurements. Spectrophotometric
measurements were performed on a Perkin Elmer
(U ¨ berlingen, Germany) Lambda 35 spectrophotometer
and on a Hewlett-Packard 8453A (Agilent Technologies,
Palo Alto, CA) photodiode array spectrophotometer. A
typical titration was carried out by adding with a
Mitutoyo (Kawasaki, Japan) syringe increasing
micro-amounts of a polynucleotide solution 4 10
 3M
directly into the cell containing 1.02ml of the dye
solution 5 10
 5M. The volumes added stepwise, initially
small (0.33ml), were progressively increased up to 83mli n
the ﬁnal addition. After each addition the system was
allowed to equilibrate for at least 5min, since it was
found that after such a time lapse the signal was stable.
The sample was not illuminated during this period. The
data have been corrected for dilution eﬀect.
Spectroﬂuorometric measurements. Fluorescence titra-
tions were performed on a Perkin Elmer (U ¨ berlingen,
Germany) LS55 spectroﬂuorometer at  ex=420nm and
lem=470nm. The titrations were carried out using the
same procedure described above for absorbance titrations.
The only diﬀerence was that the typical polymer concen-
tration in the syringe was 4 10
 4M and the typical dye
concentration in the cell was 7 10
 7M.
Fluorescence quenching. The experiments on ﬂuorescence
quenching were done at lex=420nm and  em=470nm
by adding increasing amounts of the quencher solution
Figure 1. Coralyne chloride (8-methyl-2,3,10,11-tetramethoxydibenzo
[a,g]quinolizinium chloride) molecular formula.
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taining the polynucleotide/dye system. The experimental
conditions were such that complex formation was (almost)
quantitative and the concentrations of free coralyne could
be neglected. The details of the experiments are given in
the legend of Figure 4.
Salt eﬀect and ethanol addition measurements. The
spectroﬂuorometric titrations of the poly(A) . poly(U)/
coralyne system have been done also under low added
salt conditions following the same procedure described
above. Both the dye and the polynucleotide solutions con-
tained 0.01M NaCl and 2.5 10
 3M sodium cacodylate
(pH=7.0). Titrations of the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne
system in the presence of ethanol were made using the
same procedure above described. The analysed range
goes from 0 to 30% EtOH (v:v).
Melting experiments. The thermal denaturation studies
were performed on a Hewlett-Packard 8453A (Agilent
Technologies, Palo Alto, CA) spectrophotometer outﬁtted
with diode array detection and computer-assisted temper-
ature control systems. The raise in temperature was in all
experiments 0.2 C/min. The coralyne concentration is
kept constant at 1.7 10
 5M whereas the polynucleotide
concentration is varied in order to obtain the desired CD/
CP ratio. Before starting the temperature increase, the
polynucleotide/dye mixture was let to stay some hours.
Circular dichroism (CD). CD measurements were made
with a thermostatted MOS-450 Biologic spectrometer
(Bio-Logic SAS, Claix, France) ﬁt out with a 1.0cm
path length cell. CD titrations were carried out at 25 C
by adding increasing calibrated micro-amounts of the dye
to a known volume of the polymer solution ( 2ml), fol-
lowing the same procedure used for spectrophotometric
and spectroﬂuorometric titrations. The typical dye con-
centration in the syringe was 1 10
 3M and the typical
polymer concentration in the cell was 6 10
 5M
poly(A) . poly(U) and poly(A) . 2poly(U) or 2 10
 4M
poly(A) . poly(A) and ss-poly(A).
Viscometric measurements. Viscometric measurements
were performed by means of a Micro-Ubbelohde
viscometer (Schott Gera ¨ te Gmbh) whose temperature
was controlled by an external thermostat (±0.1 C).
Titrations were accomplished at 25 C by adding
increasing calibrated micro-amounts of a dye solution
(1 10
 3M) to a known volume of the polymer solution
(2.0ml), following the same procedure described above for
other titrations. The typical polymer concentration in the
viscometer was 1.6 10
 4M.
Kinetics. The kinetic measurements were made using a
stopped-ﬂow equipment described elsewhere (29) and a
home-made T-jump apparatus based on the Riegler
et al. (30) prototype with the photomultipliers replaced
by suitable silica photodiodes (Hamamatsu, S1336,
Japan). A tungsten lamp–monochromator system was
used as the light source. The relaxation curves were col-
lected by an Agilent 54622A (Palo Alto, CA) storage
oscilloscope, transferred to a PC and evaluated with the
ﬁtting package by Jandel (AISN software, Mapleton,
OR). Each shot was repeated at least ten times and the
resulting relaxation curves were averaged via an accumu-
lation procedure.
As regards the stopped-ﬂow experiments, the apparatus
is able to measure absorbance and/or ﬂuorescence changes
and in the present study both detection modes were
employed. The details of the experiments are given in
the legend of Figure 8, where the concentrations given
are the ﬁnal values after 1:1 mixing of reagents (mixing
time 5ms).
The T-jump apparatus is also able to measure
absorbance and/or ﬂuorescence changes; in the present
study the ﬂuorescence detection mode at  ex=420nm
was employed to monitor the binding of coralyne to the
RNAs. The rate dependence on the reactants concentra-
tion has been investigated by varying both coralyne and
polynucleotide concentrations (legends of Figure 9 and
Supplementary Figure S11) in a way appropriate to
obtain the desired values of CD/CP.
RESULTS
Equilibria
Absorption spectra. The visible spectra of the
poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne system, recorded at diﬀerent
values of the [dye]/[polymer] ratio (CD/CP), show a
rather complex behaviour (Figure 2). As the poly-
nucleotide was added to the spectrophotometric cell
containing the dye solution, the intensity of the spectral
band of coralyne (420nm), initially present mainly as an
aggregate (23), is progressively reduced as the polymer
level increases, while the monomer band (438nm) raises
and becomes more intense than the band of the aggregate.
The inversion of the band intensity ratio reveals that, if
free coralyne is present as an aggregate, the bound
Figure 2. Absorption spectra of the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne system.
CD=4.9 10
 5M, CP from 0 (a) to 1.3 10
 3M[ CD/CP=7.4 (b), 1.9
(c), 0.49 (d), 0.15 (e), 0.049 (f), 0.038 (g)], pH=7.0, [NaCl]=0.1M,
T=25  C. As the RNA content is raised, the absorption ﬁrst decreases
and then increases, revealing that the reaction of dye binding to RNA
is coupled to other processes.
Nucleic Acids Research,2010, Vol.38, No. 5 1699coralyne is present mainly as a monomer. This ﬁnding
suggests that the dye binds to poly(A) . poly(U) by inter-
calation. Figure 2 also shows that in the course of the
titration the absorbance of the system ﬁrst decreased
and then increased. This behaviour reveals the occurrence
of profound changes of the poly(A) . poly(U) structure
induced by coralyne, which will be conﬁrmed and
analysed below.
Spectroﬂuorometric titrations
Poly(A) poly(U)/coralyne. The spectroﬂuorometric method
allows use of dye concentrations much lower (10
 7M)
than those needed for absorbance titrations and has
enabled us to overcome the diﬃculties occasioned by the
coralyne self-aggregation processes (23) coupled with the
dye binding to the polynucleotides.
The binding of coralyne to the poly(A) . poly(U) duplex
displays, surprisingly, a biphasic behaviour in which the
ﬂuorescence ﬁrst decreases and then, for higher values of
CP such that the CD/CP ratio is lower than 0.8, increases
(Figure 3A). The biphasic features of the binding iso-
therms remain upon changing temperature and/or ionic
strength. The observed behaviour can be explained
according to Scheme (1–3), where the interaction
between base-pairs (AU) and coralyne (D) leads ﬁrst to
formation of the AUD complex (Step 1). This process is
associated to the ﬁrst branch of the binding isotherm.
When a suﬃcient dye amount is bound to the double
strand, further addition of AU favours the formation of
the UAUD triplex (Step 2). Moreover, the T-jump exper-
iments, described below, suggest the occurrence of a third
process involving fast ligand exchange between duplex and
triplex (Step 3). Steps 2 and 3 give rise to the second
branch of the binding isotherm.
AU þ D
K1
    !       AUD 1
AU þ AUD
K2
    !       UAUD þ A 2
AU þ UAUD
K3
    !       AUD þ UAU 3
The equilibria involved in the proposed model are
described by Equation (4)
F
CD
¼ ’D þ
’1K1½AU þ’2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
K1K2=ð½D þK3=K1Þ
p
½AU 
1 þ K1½AU þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
K1K2=ð½D þK3=K1Þ
p
½AU 
4
Figure 3. Fluorescence binding isotherms for diﬀerent polynucleotide/coralyne systems. [NaCl] =0.1M,  ex=420nm,  em=470nm, T=25  C.
(A) poly(A) . poly(U), CD=7.6 10
 7M, pH=7.0 (ﬁt to Equation (4), the insert is an enlargement of the ﬁrst part of the curve);
(B) poly(A) . 2poly(U), CD=7.2 10
 7M, pH=7.0; (C) poly(A) . poly(A), CD=6.6 10
 7M, pH=5.2 (ﬁt to Equation (6) of the ﬁrst
branch); (D) poly(A), CD=4.8 10
 7M, pH=7.0. The biphasic behaviour displayed by poly(A) . poly(U) is also exhibited by the
poly(A) . poly(A)/coralyne system, although to a limited extent. The usual form of the binding isotherm of poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne system
reveals that in this case only dye binding to triplex is operative.
1700 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 5where uD, is the optical parameter (31) of D, u1=
(uAUD–uD) and u2=(uUAUD uD). The iteration
procedure presented in the Supplementary Data was
employed to analyze the data. The continuous line
plotted in Figure 3A shows the goodness of the ﬁt.
The values of the parameters obtained are collected in
Tables 1 and 2.
The reversibility of the reaction Schemes (1–3) with
respect concentrations has been tested by addition of
increasing amounts of poly(A) to a poly(A) . poly(U)/
coralyne mixture brought to the plateau (Figure 3A)
with a suitable excess of polymer. The back titration
curve displayed a minimum as the forward titration
(Figure S1A of the Supplementary Data).
Poly(A) 2poly(U)/coralyne. In this case the binding
isotherm shows a simple monophasic decrease in ﬂuores-
cence as the extent of binding increases (Figure 3B). The
experimental data were thus analysed on the basis of
reaction (5) by means of Equation (6) (32).
UAU þ D
K1
    !        UAUD 5
CPCD
F
þ
F
’2 ¼
1
K1’
þ
CP þ CD
’
6
where F=F uDCD and u=( uUAUD uD). An iter-
ation procedure, already described (31), was employed
in order to obtain a linear representation of Equation
(6) as in Figure S2 of the Supplementary Data. The inter-
cept of the plot shown in the ﬁgure is too close to zero to
allow a reliable evaluation of K1. This result is due to the
very high extent of binding. This is the reason why the
calculated ﬁt has not been given in Figure 3B. One
could guess that K1>10
7M
 1 (Table 1), suggesting that
the aﬃnity of coralyne for triplex is much stronger than
for duplex. This hypothesis has been conﬁrmed by T-jump
experiments which allowed an estimation of K1.
Poly(A) poly(A)/coralyne and poly(A)/coralyne. The
binding isotherm of poly(A) . poly(A)/coralyne is
somewhat similar to that of poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne
(Figure 3C) but the ﬂuorescence rise is much weaker
and, to be observed, requires much higher polymer
amounts. Hence, it was disregarded and only the
descending stretch of the binding isotherms was analysed
(Figure S3 of the Supplementary Data) using Equation
(6). The binding constant value obtained for duplex-
coralyne complex formation (ﬁrst stretch) is given in
Table 1.
The binding isotherm of the poly(A)/coralyne system is
shown in Figure 3D. The data were analysed by means of
Equation (6) (Figure S4 of the Supplementary Data) and
the binding constant value is given in Table 1.
Fluorescence quenching analysis. The light emission by the
poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne, poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne
and poly(A) . poly(A)/coralyne systems in the presence
of increasing amounts of sodium iodide [an eﬃcient ﬂuo-
rescence quencher (33)], was measured; for comparison,
the eﬀect of iodide ion addition on coralyne alone has
been measured as well. Concerning poly(A) . poly(U),
the experiments were performed under two diﬀerent
experimental conditions corresponding to the two diﬀer-
ent branches of the binding isotherm shown in Figure 3A.
The total dye concentration used is 6.2 10
 7Mi n
all experiments. Using appropriate CP values the
fraction of complex was 99.6% for poly(A) . 2poly(U)/
coralyne, 97% for poly(A) . poly(A)/coralyne, 98% for
poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne (CD/CP=0.05) and 86% for
poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne (CD/CP=0.9); the percents
were evaluated using the equilibrium constant values
of Tables 1 and 2, corrected when necessary for the
ionic strength eﬀect. The resulting Stern–Volmer plots
are shown in Figure 4.
Salt eﬀect on equilibria. Fluorescence titrations of the
poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne system have been conducted
Table 1. Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for the interaction of coralyne with diﬀerent polynucleotides
pH 10
 5K1 (M
 1)1 0
 4K0 (M
 1) k1 (s
 1) k 1 (s
 1) H1 (kcalmol
 1) S1 (calmol
 1K
 1)
poly(A) . poly(U) 7.0 18±7
a
39±18
b
 300
c
29±13 419±107 80±10  17±5  27±10
poly(A) . 2poly(U) 7.0 >100
b
230
d
poly(A) 7.0 54±7
b
poly(A) . poly(A) 5.2 1.2±0.5
a
2.4±0.1
b
4.5±0.8 10.0±0.8 6±1  7±2 2±5
[NaCl]=0.1M, 25 C.
aKinetics K1=K0(1+k1/k 1).
bFluorescence titrations.
c[NaCl]=0.01M.
dK1(triplex)=K1(duplex) (k 3/k3).
Table 2. Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for the binding
of coralyne with poly(A) . poly(U) under 0<CD/CP<0.8
conditions [Reactions (2) and (3)]
10
4 K2 10
2 K3 10
 6 k3 (M
 1s
 1)1 0
 7k 3 (M
 1s
 1)
8±20
a 0.6±2
a
8±3
b
2.1±0.4 2.7±0.7
[NaCl]=0.1M, pH=7.0, 25 C.
aFluorescence titrations.
bKinetics: K3=k3/k 3.
Nucleic Acids Research,2010, Vol.38, No. 5 1701also at 0.01M NaCl content. The binding isotherm is still
biphasic (Figure S5 of the Supplementary Data). The
analysis of the data yields K1=3 10
7M
 1. It can be
observed that, by decreasing the ionic strength from
0.1to 0.01M, K1 increases by a factor of  10, as
expected for the interaction of a double-stranded nucleic
acid with an intercalator bearing a monopositive
charge (31).
Ethanol eﬀect on equilibria. The eﬀect of ethanol on the
binding equilibria of the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne
system has also been investigated (Figure S6 of the
Supplementary Data). The K1 values decreased by a
factor higher than 10
3 when the ethanol content was
raised from 0 to 30% (v:v).
Temperature dependence of equilibria. The equilibria
of coralyne binding to poly(A) . poly(U) and poly(A) .
poly(A) have been measured at diﬀerent temperatures
between 10 and 32 C. The vant Hoﬀ plots (Figure S7 of
the Supplementary Data) yielded the H1 and S1 values
for the two systems collected in Table 1.
Melting experiments. Figure 5 shows the melting curves
for the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne system at diﬀerent
values of the CD/CP ratio (columns A and B). For com-
parison the melting curves of the poly(A) . 2poly(U)/
coralyne system, recorded under same experimental
conditions, are reported as well (column C).
Concerning poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne, for 0<CD/
CP<0.8 (Figure 5A) the form prevailing up to 50 Ci s
the triplex, whose formation has been promoted by
addition of coralyne to duplex some hours prior to
starting the melting experiments. Increasing the tempera-
ture, a transition (Tm1=55  C) do occur which is ascribed
to conversion of triplex to duplex with release of a poly(U)
strand. Note that this transition becomes less and less
evident as the CD/CP value is raised but the value of
Tm1 stays constant. Further heating results in the dissoci-
ation of duplex into single strands of poly(A) and poly(U).
This melting transition is broad, ending at a temperature
close to 90 C.
The melting proﬁle experiences a drastic change for CD/
CP>0.8 (Figure 5B). Here, the initially prevailing struc-
ture is that of the duplex. As the temperature increases the
duplex disproportionates to triplex. Note that the temper-
ature of this transition shifts to lower and lower values as
the ratio CD/CP is raised from 0.9 to 3.0. The ﬁrst transi-
tion is quite sharp, in agreement with a single cooperative
melting process, whereas the second transition (Tm2)
is broader, in particular for high CD/CP values. This
behaviour reveals that the second melting eﬀect is quite
complex and possibly includes several melting reactions
such as UAUD!U+A+U+D, AUD!A+
U+D and AD!A+D. The helix–coil transition of
poly(A) should contribute as well to make the melting
proﬁle broader.
Figure 5C shows the melting curves of the poly(A) .
2poly(U)/coralyne system investigated under the same
conditions of duplex/coralyne, which have been included
for comparison. Increasing the coralyne content induces
profound changes in the triplex melting as well.
The reversibility of the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne
system with respect temperature has been tested by
performing two successive heatings of the system,
separated by a time lapse of 24h, at CD/CP= 0.4. The
two melting curves, shown in Figure S1B of the
Supplementary Data, should be considered in agree-
ment if the alterations of the system secondary structure,
caused by the denaturation–renaturation process, are
left out.
CD measurements. Addition of coralyne to poly(A) .
poly(U) brings about a fall in the intensity of the CD
band centred at 260nm, while a positive two-peak band
arises between 315 and 400nm (Figure S8A of the
Supplementary Data). Moreover, new visible bands are
generated in the 400–500nm range, demonstrating dye
interaction with helical strands. Figure 6 shows the
proﬁle recorded at 340nm using the CD technique.
Two inﬂections could be revealed at CD/CP=0.05 and
0.9 respectively. These values limit the range of CD/CP
values within which poly(A)poly(U) can undergo
disproportionation at 25 C.
The CD spectra of poly(A) . 2poly(U) (Figure S8B of
the Supplementary Data) and poly(A) . poly(A) (Figure
S8C of the Supplementary Data) show a general
behaviour similar to that of poly(A) . poly(U), but plots
as that of Figure 6 do not show any inﬂection.
Figure 4. Stern–Volmer plots for the NaI quenching of the light
emitted by diﬀerent polynucleotide/coralyne systems. CD=6.2 
10
 7M,  ex=420nm,  em=470nm, T=25  C. (ﬁlled square)
coralyne alone; (ﬁlled triangle) poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne:
CP=6.90 10
 7M, CD/CP=0.9, %complex=86, pH=7.0, [NaCl]
=0.01M; (open triangle) poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne: CP=1.15 
10
 5M, CD/CP=0.05, %complex=98, pH=7.0, [NaCl] =0.01M;
(ﬁlled circle) poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne: CP=1.15 10
 5M,
CD/CP=0.05, %complex=99.6, pH=7.0, [NaCl] =0.1M; (open
circle) poly(A) . poly(A)/coralyne: CP=5.34 10
 5M, CD/CP=0.01,
%complex=97, pH=5.2, [NaCl] =0.01M. The maximum quenching
eﬀect is exerted on free coralyne in solution, whereas no quenching is
exhibited by the poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne and poly(A) . poly(U)/
coralyne at CD/CP=0.05 systems because, owing to intercalation,
coralyne is widely protected from the iodide action. The
poly(A)poly(A) and poly(A)poly(U)/coralyne at CD/CP=0.9 systems
exhibit an intermediate behaviour, which suggests that in these
systems coralyne is partially intercalated.
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coralyne system (pH=7.0) for comparison purposes
(Figure S8D of the Supplementary Data).
Viscometric measurements. Viscometric experiments were
performed by adding increasing dye amounts to a polymer
solution directly into the viscometer. The viscosity ratio
 / 0, where  0 is the viscosity of the polymer alone,
was plotted as a function of the CD/CP ratio (Figure 7).
The viscosity variation of poly(A) . poly(U) and of
poly(A) . 2poly(U) display trends that almost overlap for
0<CD/CP<0.8, thus conﬁrming that under these condi-
tions the AUD duplex converts to triplex (UAUD). For
CD/CP>0.8 the two trends diverge, revealing that
poly(A) . poly(U) is now present as a duplex.
Kinetics
Kinetic evidence for triplex formation. Table 1 shows the
highest aﬃnity of the dye for poly(A) . 2poly(U) compared
to poly(A) . poly(U). Evidence of the highest aﬃnity
of coralyne for the triplex is also provided by the
stopped-ﬂow experiments shown in Figure 8. In the ﬁrst
experiment (Figure 8A) the preformed poly(A) . poly(U)/
coralyne complex is mixed with single-stranded poly(U).
The large ﬂuorescence increase recorded during the
reaction reveals that the conversion of the AUD duplex
to the UAUD triplex not only occurs to a large extent but
also that the stacking interaction between dye and
polymer is strengthened. Further evidence for the ability
of coralyne to induce triplex formation is provided by
the second experiment shown in Figure 8B. Here,
poly(A) . poly(U) is added to the dye contained in the
spectrophotometric cell. Curve (a) refers to CD/CP=3.0,
where only the fast Step (1) of the reaction Scheme (1–3)
can occur. No kinetic eﬀects are displayed in the long
time-scale since, under these conditions, the AUD
complex, formed within the mixing time, does not react
further. By contrast, run (b), carried out at CD/CP=0.3
Figure 5. Absorption melting proﬁles of the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne (columns A and B) and of the poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne systems
(column C) at diﬀerent CD/CP ratios. [NaCl] =0.10M, pH=7.0,  =280nm; (A) poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne at CD/CP<0.8, from top to
bottom CD/CP=0 (CD=0M, CP=2.5 10
 5M), 0.1 (CD=1.7 10
 5M, CP=1.7 10
 4M), 0.3 (CD=1.7 10
 5M, CP=5.7 10
 5M), 0.7
(CD=1.7 10
 5M, CP=2.7 10
 5M); (B) poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne at CD/CP>0.8, from top to bottom CD/CP=0.9 (CD=1.7 10
 5M,
CP=1.9 10
 5M), 1.0 (CD=1.7 10
 5M, CP=1.7 10
 5M), 2.0 (CD=1.7 10
 5M, CP=8.5 10
 6M), 3.0 (CD=1.7 10
 5M,
CP=5.7 10
 6M); (C) poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne, from top to bottom CD/CP=0 (CD=0M, CP=5.0 10
 4M), 0.3 (CD=1.7 10
 5M,
CP=5.7 10
 5M), 1.0 (CD=1.7 10
 5M, CP=1.7 10
 5M), 3.0 (CD=1.7 10
 5M, CP=5.7 10
 6M). For the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne
system at 0<CD/CP<0.8 the prevailing form at low temperatures is the triplex; two transitions can be observed (triplex!duplex and then
duplex!single-strands) that tend to merge when CD/CP approaches the value of 0.8. For CD/CP>0.8 the absorbance decrease is related to the
transition duplex!triplex, whereas the absorbance increase corresponds to the UAUD!U+A+U+D process.
Nucleic Acids Research,2010, Vol.38, No. 5 1703where triplex formation should occur, displays a kinetic
eﬀect in the long time scale caused by the AUD conversion
to triplex UAUD.
A kinetic experiment, where coralyne is mixed with
triplex poly(A) . 2poly(U) at CD/CP=0.3 has been per-
formed for control (c). The binding of D to UAU to
form UAUD is completed within the mixing time and
no further reaction can occur in the long time range, as
demonstrated by the horizontal trace.
Binding of coralyne to poly(A) poly(U). The analysis of
the fast binding of coralyne to poly(A) . poly(U) has
been performed using the T-jump technique in the
ﬂuorescence detection mode ( ex=420nm). As the static
experiments showed a biphasic behaviour, two sets of
relaxation experiments were carried out, each under
the conditions where either of the two phases shown in
Figure 3A is prevailing. Simple mono-exponential relax-
ation curves were always observed (Figure S9 of the
Supplementary Data).
T-jump experiments at CD/CP>0.8. The species distribu-
tion diagram (Figure S10 of the Supplementary Data),
built on the basis of the reaction Scheme (1–3), shows
that for CD/CP>0.8 at 25 C the species UAUD can be
neglected and reaction (1) is prevailing. A plot of the
reciprocal relaxation time, 1/t1 versus [AU] + [D]
(Figure 9A) tends to a plateau, thus revealing that an
Figure 8. Kinetic experiments showing triplex formation at [NaCl]=
0.10M, pH=7.0, T=25  C, mixing time 5ms. (A) Formation
of the poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne complex is observed on mixing
poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne with poly(U); Cpoly(A)poly(U)/coralyne=
4.7 10
 6M, CpolyU=4.7 10
 6M (the signal corresponds to the ﬂu-
orescence change using  ex=405nm); (B) The experiment performed
mixing poly(A) . poly(U) and coralyne at CD/CP= 3.0 (curve a) does
not display any kinetic eﬀect, thus indicating that triplex does not form
under these conditions. In contrast, triplex formation is revealed by the
absorbance decrease at 280nm at CD/CP= 0.3 (curve b). Curve
(c) shows that mixing the triplex poly(A) . 2poly(U) with coralyne at
CD/CP= 0.3 does not exhibit any signal change. (a) Ccoralyne=
1.70 10
 5M; Cpoly(A) . poly(U)=5.67 10
 6M; (b) Ccoralyne=1.70 
10
 5M; Cpoly(A) . poly(U)=5.67 10
 5M; (c) coralyne: Ccoralyne=
1.70 10
 5M; Cpoly(A) . 2poly(U)=5.67 10
 5M.
Figure 7. Relative viscosity ( / 0) dependence of poly(A) . poly(U)/
coralyne (open triangle) and poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne (closed
circle) systems on the CD/CP ratio. CP=1.6 10
 4M, CD from 0 to
2.6 10
 4M, [NaCl] =0.10M, pH=7.0, T=25  C. As expected, the
two trends tend to overlap at low values of CD/CP because, under these
circumstances, the polymer is present as a triplex in both systems. The
trends become distinct at the highest values of CD/CP since the polymer
is now present as a duplex in the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne system.
Figure 6. CD proﬁle for the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne system.
CP=6.2 10
 5M, CD from 0 to 2.0 10
 4M, [NaCl]=0.10M,
pH=7.0, T=25  C,  =340nm. The two inﬂexions can be observed
in the CD proﬁle. The ﬁrst occurs at a value of CD/CP<0.05 and the
second at  0.9. The interval between the two inﬂections limits the
range of CD/CP within which, at 25 C, poly(A) . poly(U) dispropor-
tionation do occur.
1704 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 5intermediate species is rapidly formed prior to the
rate-determining step, as in Scheme (7).
AU þ D
K0
    !       AU;D
k1
    !       
k 1
AUD 7
According to this scheme, the concentration dependence
of 1/t1 is derived (31) in the form of Equation (8), which
has been used to analyze the data.
1
 1
¼
K0 k1ð½AU þ½ D Þ
1 þ K0ð½AU þ½ D Þ
þ k 1 8
The obtained reaction parameters are collected in Table 1.
T-jump experiments at 0<CD/CP<0.8. This set of exper-
iments has been carried out under conditions of polymer
excess. Interestingly, in spite of the much higher amount
of poly(A) . poly(U) employed, the values of the reciprocal
relaxation time, 1/t3, are somewhat lower than those
provided by the experiments performed at CD/C P>0.8.
Moreover, the concentration dependence of the rate
does not tend to level oﬀ. These ﬁndings indicate that,
under conditions of RNA excess, the process observed in
the T-jump scale relaxes independently of Step (1). On the
other hand, this process, being of the magnitude of hun-
dredths of a second, cannot be ascribed to reaction (2);
actually, reaction (2) involves unwinding of AU and
winding of U to AUD in order to form UAUD; this
process is slow, as shown by the experiments of Figure 8
and by the literature (34). Instead, the relaxation eﬀect
observed reveals the occurrence of an interaction
between dye and polymer, which manifests itself in the
range of 10
 2s. Since for 0<CD/CP<0.8, the concentra-
tion of free coralyne is largely minority (Figure S10 of
the Supplementary Data), fast dye exchange between
strands can occur according to Step (3) of the reaction
Scheme (1–3). Actually, under these circumstances Step
(1) cannot be operative due to the small concentration
of D, whereas Step (2) is out of the observation window
of the T-jump method owing to its slowness; hence, the
observed relaxation eﬀect should be attributed only to
Step (3). The corresponding expression for 1/t3 is given
by Equation (9).
1
 3
¼ k3ð½UAUD þ½ AU Þ þ k 3ð½AUD þ½ UAU Þ 9
Note that Step (3) is thermodynamically unfavourable
(K3=8 10
 2); however, in this case the AU excess
added is able to drive the equilibrium to the right-hand
side to such an extent that the amplitude factor (35) expe-
riences an increase suitable to produce relaxation eﬀects
of measurable amplitude. The plot of Figure 9B pro-
vides the values of the rate constants that are collected
in Table 2.
Interaction of coralyne with poly(A) poly(A). A T-jump
study of the interaction of coralyne with poly(A) . poly(A)
was also performed. Simple mono-phasic relaxation
curves were observed (Figure S9C of the Supplementary
Data) and analysed by means of mono-exponential func-
tions. The concentration dependence of 1/t tends to a
plateau, (Figure S11 of the Supplementary Data), thus
indicating that the reaction mechanism likely to occur is
the one described by a reaction scheme similar to Scheme
(7) where AA is written instead of AU. Data were
analysed according to Equation (8) (with AA written
instead of AU) and the obtained reaction parameters are
collected in Table 1.
DISCUSSION
The principal result stemming from the analysis of the
data provided by the diﬀerent experimental techniques
employed in the present investigation is that coralyne
induces the disproportionation of poly(A) . poly(U) into
the triplex poly(A) . 2poly(U) and a single-strand of
poly(A). This result is particularly interesting since,
although the ability of coralyne to induce dismutation
of poly(dA) . poly(dT) into a mixture of triple- and
Figure 9. T-jump experiments: dependence of the reciprocal relaxation
time, 1/t, on varying concentrations for the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne
system at [NaCl]=0.10M, pH=7.0, T=25  C,  ex=420nm. (A) CD
from 3.4 10
 7M to 1.7 10
 6M, CP from 3.2 10
 7Mt o
4.9 10
 6M, CD/CP>0.8, the binding of coralyne to duplex is
observed [Step (1) of the reaction scheme], ﬁt to Equation (8); (B)
CD from 1.1 10
 6M to 3.4 10
 6M, CP from 2.6 10
 5Mt o
6.9 10
 5M, 0<CD/CP<0.8, dye exchange between duplex and
triplex is observed [Step (3) of the reaction scheme], ﬁt to Equation (9).
Nucleic Acids Research,2010, Vol.38, No. 5 1705single-strand structures was already recognised (17,36),
such an ability concerning RNA so far was not observed.
The extent of the disproportionation process, at
constant temperature, depends on the CD/CP ratio. A
plot of the dependence of [UAUD]/[AUD] versus CD/
CP, made using the equilibrium constants of Tables 1
and 2 (Figure S10 of the Supplementary Data), shows a
sharp increase of the coralyne preference for triplex at low
dye loadings while on increasing CD/CP the preference of
the dye changes in favour of the duplex to which it binds
by intercalation. Quite similar behaviour is displayed by
ethidium (37) although the dye does not induce dispropor-
tionation of duplex.
The H1 value related to the interaction of coralyne
with the duplex AU is negative ( 17Kcalmol
 1) in agree-
ment with the intercalative nature of Step (1). Chaires (38)
correlated the enthalpy with the entropy of a large number
of reactions of dye binding to DNA and observed that a
plot of H versus  TDS presents two linear segments,
both with a negative slope. The points lying on the
segment with the most negative slope belong to intercala-
tion processes whereas the points ﬁtting to the segment
with less negative slope correspond to non-intercalative
binding reactions. The H1 and S1 values for Step (1)
lie on the ﬁrst segment of the Chaires plot, thus supporting
the intercalative nature of Step (1), under the assumption
that DNA and dsRNA behave similarly with respect to
intercalation.
The interaction of coralyne with the triplex UAU is
characterised by a very high aﬃnity, so high that only a
lower limit could be provided for the binding constant
(K1>10
7M
 1) even by the ﬂuorescence method in
which very small concentrations of reactants are used.
However, we have been able to estimate K1 for the
poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne system from the kinetic
analysis of Step (3) (Figure 9B). Actually, Step (3) is a
combination of the binding reactions of coralyne with
AU and UAU, so it turns out that K1(triplex)=
K1(duplex) k 3/k3 =2.3 10
7M
 1 (Table1).
The aﬃnity of coralyne for the double-stranded
poly(A) . poly(A) is lower than that for the other investi-
gated polynucleotides. The reduction of K1 could be
ascribed to the fact the base-pair charge in poly(A) .
poly(A) is ( 1) compared to ( 2) in poly(A) . poly(U)
and ( 3) in base triplets of poly(A) . 2poly(U);
moreover, in poly(A) . poly(A) the N1 nitrogen site is
protonated (39) and one of the two phosphate groups is
involved in a hydrogen bond. This feature can play a role
in reducing the non-electrostatic interactions between
polymer and dye that have been found so important to
stabilize the bound forms of the dye.
The ﬂuorescence quenching experiments (Figure 4)
conﬁrm the coralyne ability to convert poly(A) . poly(U)
to the triplex structure; actually the Stern–Volmer plot
yields horizontal lines (no quenching) both for
poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne at 0<CD/CP<0.8 (white trian-
gles) and poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne (black circles);
the absence of quenching reveals that coralyne is fully
intercalated into the triplex. On the other hand, the
behaviours of poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne at CD/CP>0.8
(black triangles) and poly(A) . poly(A)/coralyne (white
circles) are intermediate between that of free coralyne
(black squares, maximum quenching) and that of the
systems discussed above (absence of quenching). The
reduced, but still remarkable, quenching eﬀect suggests
that in AUD and AAD the intercalation is only partial
and part of the coralyne molecule stays outside of the
polymer cavities, being exposed to the quenching action
of the iodide ions. Hence, poly(A) . poly(A) as well can be
converted by coralyne to aggregated forms, according to
a process similar to Scheme (11) (see below) although with
lower eﬃciency compared to poly(A) . poly(U). In fact,
even if biphasic ﬂuorescence binding isotherms are
observed as with poly(A) . poly(U), the signal increase is
on a smaller scale and occurs only in the presence of a
very large excess of polynucleotide. It should be noted
that formation of aggregates in solutions containing
only poly(A) has been recognised for long time (40),
and, more recently, structured AAD forms have been
proposed (17,41).
The melting experiments shown in Figure 5 have
revealed that for 0<CD/CP 0.8 the prevailing form at
low temperature is the triplex UAUD, which is formed
from the duplex. This form, in turn, converts to duplex
by increasing the temperature, the transition temperature
(55 C) being independent of the CD/CP value. A compar-
ison of the melting proﬁles of Figure 5A and C both
recorded at CD/CP=0.3 conﬁrms that the transition at
Tm1=55  C shown in Figure 5A indeed corresponds to
the process triplex!duplex. Moreover, the amplitude of
the transition of Figure 5A is half that shown in Figure 5C
despite the fact that the initial concentrations of the two
RNAs are the same. This means that the ﬁrst transition
shown in Figure 5A corresponds to the melting of an
amount of triplex (UAUD) equal to half that present
in the experiment 5C. This situation depends on the fact
that the duplex/coralyne system has disproportionated,
before starting the heating ramp, according to the
reaction AUD!½UAUD+½AD. Comparison with
the ﬁrst melting temperature of poly(A) . 2poly(U) alone
(52 C) (28) shows that coralyne does not exert any impor-
tant eﬀect on the triplex stability, thus suggesting that
coralyne is scarcely involved in the release of the third U
strand. On the other hand, coralyne stabilizes to a large
extent the duplex with respect to dissociation into A+U
single strands (Tm2>80 C).
For CD/CP>0.8 the prevailing form of poly(A) .
poly(U) at the lowest temperatures is the AUD duplex,
which is formed according to reaction (1) prior to start
heating. By increasing the temperature, the duplex
converts to triplex (absorbance decrease, Figure 5B)
because of the disproportionation reaction 2AUD!
UAUD+A+D which can replace reaction (2) when
CD CP. The duplex!triplex transition temperature
was found to decrease upon increasing CD/CP. Since the
variation of CD/CP has been attained by changing CP and
keeping CD constant, the transition temperature decreases
by decreasing CP. This behaviour has been rationalised
according to Equation (10) (42). A plot of the data
according to Equation (10) is linear with negative
slope and yields for the disproportionation reaction
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 1 (the error on intercept is too large
for a reliable value of S  be provided).
1
Tm
¼
S 
H  þ
R
H  lnðCPÞ 10
Further increase of temperature causes a large increase of
absorbance (Figure 5B), to be ascribed to triplex melting.
This process is the same as that shown in Figure 5A
but, whereas for 0<CD/CP<0.8 the two transitions tri-
plex!duplex and duplex!single strands can be distin-
guished, now they tend to occur in one step.
It is useful to continue the discussion comparing the
melting behaviour of poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne with
that of poly(dA) . poly(dT)/coralyne (17). In the latter
system, the process AT!½ TAT+½ A is revealed by
a decrease of ellipticity and is completed at 55 C for
CD/CP=0.25. In case of poly(A) . poly(U), under
similar CD/CP conditions, the disproportionation process
of AU occurs at remarkably lower temperatures. For
CD/CP>0.8, the transition duplex!triplex occurs
between 50 C and 30 C, for CD/CP increasing from 0.9
to 3.0 (Figure 5B).
In the melting experiments of the triplex poly(dA) .
2poly(dT), formed by duplex disproportionation, a tran-
sition was observed at 47 C and ascribed to the disruption
of the coralyne-promoted structure of poly(dA). We were
not able to observe, as a distinct process, the analogous
transition of the poly(A) molecules released by the
disproportionation reaction, in spite of the highest
aﬃnity of coralyne for poly(A) (9). However, an indica-
tion of the presence of structured poly(A)/coralyne
complex could be obtained comparing the melting
proﬁles of Figure 5B. While for CD/CP=1.0 the melting
curve shows that at high temperatures only the process
UAU!U+A+U is operative, at CD/CP=2.0 and
3.0 two phases could be distinguished just after the
minimum. The ﬁrst phase, ranging between 40 and 60 C
falls in the temperature range of the melting temperature
of the poly(A)/coralyne system (41,43).
Finally, the second transition (Figure 5B) is ascribed to
reaction UAU!U+A+U similar to the behaviour of
the poly(dA) . poly(dT) system where direct dissociation
of triplex into three single-strands occurs at 82 C (17).
Our results are compared as well with those obtained by
Islam et al. (24) which also refer to the poly(A) . poly(U)/
coralyne system. At low CD/CP ratios these authors do
observe, by diﬀerential scanning calorimetry, a single tran-
sition at 50 C, which corresponds to our ﬁrst transition
(Figure 5A). The second transition escaped their attention
probably because they stopped the scanning at 70 C.
Also, our experiments on triplex melting have been
compared with the results of Sinha and Kumar (44) who
have investigated the same system. In contrast with
our melting curves which for 0   CD/CP 0.3 clearly
show the triplex!duplex and duplex!single-strands
sequence (Figure 5C), their melting proﬁle at CD/
CP=0.1 shows a single step (Tm=50  C) attributed to
the triplex!single-strands process. Again, the transition
at 80 C could not be detected because heating was stopped
at 60 C.
The melting proﬁle shown in Figure 5C for CD/CP=3.0
closely resembles that of Figure 5B indicating that at
the starting temperature the stable form is the duplex
AUD. This behaviour is rather puzzling unless one
could advance the idea that in excess of coralyne forma-
tion of a stable UD complex could drive the reaction
UAUD+D!AUD+UD towards duplex formation.
However, further investigations are needed on this issue.
The rise in the EtOH content is reﬂected in a reduction
of the equilibrium constant of reaction (1). Based on
electrostatics, an increase of K1 should be expected
because of the reduction of the dielectric constant since
the reactants are oppositely charged. Hence, the decrease
of K1 indicates that forces opposed to the electrostatic
ones, such as the hydrophobic interactions coupled
with solvation, are operative. A possible explanation of
the ethanol eﬀect lies in the preferential solvation of
coralyne by EtOH with respect to water (23). In other
words, coralyne becomes more stable when water is
replaced by ethanol at the dye surface. Since the penetra-
tion of coralyne between base-pairs requires extensive
desolvation, the energy penalty to remove ethanol from
the dye will be higher as the EtOH content is raised; in
consequence, K1 becomes smaller. The eﬀect of ethanol
on the viscosity of the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne sys-
tem has been as well investigated (Figure S12 of the
Supplementary Data); the ﬁgure shows that the viscosity
trend is only little aﬀected by the ethanol addition.
This ﬁnding suggests that the site size of the system do
not change noticeably by the addition of ethanol.
CD experiments conﬁrm the features of the
poly(A) . poly(U) coralyne interaction. Comparing the
CD spectra of poly(A) . 2poly(U)/coralyne with those of
poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne it can be observed that the CD
characteristics of the two systems for CD/CP<0.8 are
similar. Moreover, the spectrum of poly(A) . poly(U)/
coralyne recorded after the ﬁrst addition of the dye (CD/
CP=0.04) agrees with the characteristics of the triplex/
coralyne spectrum. This means the lower limit of CD/CP
duplex!triplex for conversion is <0.04. Actually,
Figure 6 shows two inﬂections: one at CD/CP ca. 0.9 and
the second at CD/CP<0.05. The disproportionation
process occurs within these limits. The viscosity trend of
the poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne system as a function of the
CD/CP values is also in agreement with the above
conclusions.
Concerning the discussion of the kinetic results, note
that coralyne intercalation into duplex, although present-
ing the same mechanism of other dyes [Scheme (7)] leads
to the formation of a much higher population of the pre-
cursor AU,D [K0=2.9 10
5M
 1 for poly(A) . poly(U)/
coralyne versus, for instance, 2.3 10
3M
 1 for
poly(A) . poly(U)/proﬂavine (45)]. Such high K0 value
reﬂects in a high overall aﬃnity of coralyne for
poly(A) . poly(U) (K1=1.7 10
6M
 1), remarkably
higher than that for DNA [K1=1 10
5M
 1 (9)] and
cannot be ascribed only to electrostatics. The information
from kinetics not only conﬁrms the conclusions drawn
from the ethanol eﬀects on K1, but indicates that
the non-electrostatic forces stabilize the intermediate
complex AU,D (46). The population of this precursor is
Nucleic Acids Research,2010, Vol.38, No. 5 1707rather high, constituting  16% of the total bound popu-
lation, as inferred from the value of k1/k 1 (5.2). Being
coralyne a quite long molecule, a remarkable portion of
the intercalated drug stays outside the cavity constituting
the intercalation site, as suggested by the quenching exper-
iments discussed above. Under these circumstances, when
further polymer is added to the reaction mixture, i.e. for
0<CD/CP<0.8, a second molecule of duplex can bind
to the outside protruding portion of AUD to form an
intermediate species UADUA where coralyne acts as a
bridge between two duplex molecules. This species, being
unstable, evolves towards a triplex molecule and a single
strand of poly(A). According to this view, Step (2) can
be rewritten in a more detailed way according to the
sequence (11)
AU þ AUD    !       UADUA    !      UAUD þ A 11
It has to be noted that in the poly(dA) . poly(dT)/coralyne
system the poly(dA) strand released by the duplex reacts
with coralyne and the high aﬃnity of this process provides
the driving force of the disproportionation process (17).
If poly(A) . poly(U)/coralyne would behave similarly to
poly(dA) . poly(dT)/coralyne, Step (2) would be replaced
by the alternative Step (12)
AU þ AUD
K2
0
    !        UAU þ AD 12
where the released A strand is bound to D.
In order to clarify this issue, we have measured the
equilibrium constant for AD formation [K1(AD)] under
the experimental conditions of the disproportionation
process. We believe that this information is important
also in view of the diﬀerences in the published binding
constant values. Actually, the literature values for
K1(AD) are 1.6 10
6M
 1 [T=20  C, ionic strength (I)
0.04M (14)], 5.4 10
3M
 1 and 7.4 10
5M
 1
[T=20  C, I=0.128M (41)], >1 10
7M
 1 [T=22  C,
I=0.04M (43)]. Our value, 5.4 10
6M
 1 (T=25  C,
I=0.1M), once reduced to 22 C using H=
 8.3kcalmol
 1 (14) and to I=0.04M by means of
the Record equation with zW0 =1 (47), becomes
5.1 10
7M
 1, in agreement with the Cetinkol and Hud
guess (43).
A comparison between the binding constant of poly(A)/
coralyne (Table 1) and poly(dA)/coralyne K1(dAD)
=5.7 10
4M
 1 [obtained by reduction at 25 C and
I=0.1M of the value measured by Ren and Chaires (9)]
conﬁrms the assertion (14) that poly(A) binds coralyne
more tightly than poly(dA).
Having measured K1(AD) under our experimental con-
ditions we are able to evaluate the equilibrium constant of
reaction (12), K2
0. Actually, being K2
0/K2=K1(AD) K3/
K1(AUD), the data of Table 1 yield K2
0 =8.3 10
 3K2.
Based on these results we have excluded step (12) from the
reaction scheme.
The kinetic analysis can be of help in the interpretation
the melting experiments. According to Scheme (11), the
disproportionation process involves the formation of the
intermediate species UADAU, where coralyne makes a
bridge between the two double strands. This structure
could favour or disfavour, depending of the extent of
site ﬁlling, the intramolecular occupation of the major
groove of one of the two AU chains by the U strand of
the other. At low coralyne loading, the cavities are only
sporadically occupied by the dye, so there is room for
groove occupation by U from the second AU chain. By
contrast, at high dye loading the cavities are occupied by
the dye molecules to a large extent; so, there is no room
for groove occupation by U and the duplex is prevailing.
By increasing the temperature, site saturation by coralyne
is reduced and the conditions for major groove occupation
by U to form the triplex with release of A are restored.
CONCLUSIONS
Diﬀerent aspects of the interaction of coralyne with
poly(A) . poly(U), poly(A) . 2poly(U), poly(A) and
poly(A) . poly(A) have been analysed using a variety of
physico-chemical methods. Dye intercalation is the pre-
vailing binding mode observed for the RNAs investigated.
Moreover, concerning poly(A) . poly(U) one comes to the
important conclusion that, under suitable values of dye to
polymer concentration ratios, coralyne is able to promote
the disproportionation of the duplex poly(A) . poly(U)
into the triplex poly(A) . 2poly(U) and a single-strand of
poly(A). Double-stranded poly(A) . poly(A) as well tends
to aggregate in the presence of coralyne, although to
a much lower extent compared to poly(A) . poly(U).
The eﬀect of ethanol on the thermodynamic parameters
indicates that considerable dye–dye and dye–base
hydrophobic forces are involved in the binding processes.
The ability of coralyne to induce the formation of
triple-stranded structures, here observed for the ﬁrst
time with double-stranded-RNA, is also displayed in the
case of poly(dA) . poly(dT). Hence, it is recommended to
exert great care when studying nucleic acid/coralyne-like
systems.
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